
          TUESDAY, 25/07/23 

 

R1 DIEPPE [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX FREEDONIA - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - TURF - Condition Race - Class 

2 - Flat - EUR € 28.000  

 
1. KALBIYANN - A good debut winner at Compiegne but was a bit of a disappointment when 
fourth last time out. Capable of bouncing back to score 

2. NASSANDRES - Good debut win at Angers and she ran well when third at Saint Cloud. That 
form looks good enough to get the vote in a small field 

3. WINNING SIDE - Good first three runs. Runner-up at Saint Cloud last time out and has no 
problem with this distance. Has a winning chance 

4. SHMI - Promising for so far in her three starts and she is already proven over this distance. 
Should fight out the finish 

5. OUR TOWN - Consistent so far and she picked up a nice win last time out. Steps up in 
distance and is not out of it 

Summary : A small field and none of them can be ruled out from winning. NASSANDRES (2) has 
scope for improvement having just had the two starts. Her debut win was impressive and she was 
not disgraced when third last time out. SHMI (4) has won over this distance and ran well in both 
her other starts and is an obvious danger. OUR TOWN (5) is consistent and picked up a 
confidence-boosting win last time out so could have more to show. WINNING SIDE (3) has not 
done much wrong so far and is clearly not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

NASSANDRES (2) - SHMI (4) - OUR TOWN (5) - WINNING SIDE (3) 



          TUESDAY, 25/07/23 

 

C2 - PRIX DE LA VILLE AUX QUATRE PORTS - 1400m (a7f) - TURF - 

Condition Race - Newcomers - Flat - EUR € 30.000  

 
1. TREMAINE - A two-year-old colt by  Expert Eye out of Rostova who is making his debut. Dam 
was placed in Listed race. Respect 

2. SKYLIGHT BROCHARD - A two-year=old colt by Mehmas out of Fonseca who is making his 
debut. Watch the betting 

3. MAGIC DYA - A two-year-old colt by Le Havre out of Private Success who os making hos 
debut. Watch the betting 

4. BE A LORD - A two-year-old colt by Belardo out of Perfect Alliance who is making his debut. 
Watch the betting 

5. BROTHERS OF LILY'S - A two-year-old colt by Oasis Dream out of Tilett who is making his 
debut. Trainer in good form 

6. TIMBER LIGHT - A two-year-old colt by Hunter's Light out of Foulognes who is making his 
debut. Watch the betting 

7. OLAF - A two-year-old colt by Dabirsim out of Artic Rock who is making his debut. Watch the 
betting 

8. DE SICA - A two-year-old colt by Demarchelier out Stella Di Camelot who is making his debut. 
Can win on debut 

Summary : All debutants and any type of result is possible. DE SICA (8) represents a trainer that 
knows what it takes to win on debut and he gets the vote to score. Trainer Barberot has his 
horses in good form and BROTHERS OF LILY'S (5) could be a lively danger. TREMAINE (1) 
could be ready to win on debut and deserves the utmost respect. SKYLIGHT BROCHARD (2) is 
another to consider. 

SELECTIONS 

DE SICA (8) - BROTHERS OF LILY'S (5) - TREMAINE (1) - SKYLIGHT BROCHARD (2) 



          TUESDAY, 25/07/23 

 

C3 - PRIX TREVISE - 1400m (a7f) - TURF - Condition Race - Newcomers - 

Flat - EUR € 30.000  

 
1. KUDAFUSHI - A two-year-old filly by Footstepsinthesand out of Mana Maha who is making her 
debut. Watch the betting 

2. MOONLIGHT SQUEEZE - A two-year-old filly by Shalaa out of Moonlight Swing who is making 
her debut. Her mother has already produced two winners 

3. BATESCA - A two-tear-old filly by Bated Breath out of Scallop who is making her debut. Watch 
the betting 

4. ELLE LA VITESSE - A two-year-old filly by  Amaron out of Erica who is making her debut. 
Watch the betting 

5. SWEETYDANCER - A two-year-old filly by Kendargent out of Dime Dancer who is making her 
debut. Watch the betting 

6. LA DOLOISE - A two-year-old filly by  Earnshaw out of Sirène Doloise who is making her 
debut. Watch the betting 

7. KOSLOVKA - A two-year-old filly by Blue Point out of Vlatka who is making her debut. Can win 

8. BELISE - A two-year-old-filly by Galiway out of Baba Yaga who is making her debut. Can win 
on debut 

9. BEST LOOKING - A two-year-old filly by  Gustav Klimt out of  Best Dreaming who is making 
her dbeut. Watch the betting 

10. TERESA MENDOZA - A two-year-old filly by Dream Ahead out of Teoris who is making her 
debut. Watch the betting 

11. FATHOM - A two-year-old filly by Almanzor out of Delve who is making her debut. Can win 

Summary : Eleven unraced fillies are carded for this and nothing obvious catches the eye. 
BELISE (8) gets the nod to score but she may have to fight off many challengers. FATHOM (11) 
is an Almanzor filly that could be ready to sprint. Blue Point is a sire doing well with juveniles and 
KOSLOVKA (7) could run well. MOONLIGHT SQUEEZE (2) is another that could be worth 
considering but the betting is likely to tell the correct story. 

SELECTIONS 

BELISE (8) - FATHOM (11) - KOSLOVKA (7) - MOONLIGHT SQUEEZE (2) 



          TUESDAY, 25/07/23 

 

C4 - PRIX DES ARCADES - 1100m (a5 1/2f) - TURF - Condition Race - 

Class 2 - Flat - EUR € 34.000  

 
1. THE CAT'S - Won a claimer on debut and has not been disgraced in two starts since. Needs 
to do more to win this race but may sneak a minor place 

2. BAILEYS POLKA DOT - Good debut win at this course last month. This is a tougher task but 
she may well be up to it 

3. ANTIFONA - Good debut win over this distance and was not disgraced when fifth in stronger 
races than this in her last two starts. Should fight out the finish 

4. GRADE MAKER - Good first two runs. Won well on debut and was runner-up last time out. 
This looks tougher but has a place chance 

5. ADORE BLUE - Not at all disgraced when fifth on debut. Likely to make significant 
improvement and has a big winning chance 

6. BAHIA BLANCA - Holding her form well. Fair third in a claimer last time out but probably has 
to do much more to win this race 

7. BEST OF LIGHT - Consistent without winning so far. Not disgraced when third last time out 
and can contest the finish 

Summary : An interesting race. ADORE BLUE (5) was not disgraced on debut and with 
improvement expected does looks the one to be with. ANTIFONA (3) has also not been 
disgraced since winning on debut and could be the biggest threat. BAILEYS POLKA DOT (2) won 
on debut and that was at this course and deserves some respect. BEST OF LIGHT (7) has been 
consistent so far and can contest the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

ADORE BLUE (5) - ANTIFONA (3) - BAILEYS POLKA DOT (2) - BEST OF LIGHT (7) 



          TUESDAY, 25/07/23 

 

C5 - PRIX AMPHITRITE - 1800m (a1 1/8m) - TURF - Condition Race - 

Newcomers - Flat - EUR € 22.000  

 
1. MIRZANN - A three-year-old gelding by Camelot out of  Muniza who is making his debut. 
Likely to be ready for this race 

2. GALAXY - A three-year-old colt by De Treville out of Gipsys Pride who is making his debut. 
Watch the betting 

3. PLEASEMAN - A three-year-old gelding by Al Wukair out of Please Me who is making his 
debut. Watch the betting 

4. FEEL THE MUSIC - A three-year-old colt by Teofilo out of  Show Me The Music who is making 
his debit. Watch the betting 

5. BIG GRAY - A three-year-old gelding by Caravaggio out of Greshnitsia who is making his 
debut. Watch the betting 

6. SYRAKUS - A three-year-old gelding by Almanzor out of  Syrita  who is making his debut. 
Watch the betting 

7. CORDELIA - A three-year-old filly by Kodiac out of Charm Appeal who is making her debut. 
Watch the betting 

8. DIRVANA - A three-year-old filly by Amaron out of Denissa who is making her debut. Watchthe 
betting 

9. NOIRELLE - A three-year-old filly by Shalaa out of Northern Ocean who is making her debut. 
The dam has a good record with her foals. Watch the betting 

10. DONAVENTURA - A three-year-old filly by Harry Angel out of Rock Exhibition who is making 
her debut. Watch the betting 

11. HORTENSIA BASC - A three-year-old filly by Top Trip out of Marabounta who is making her 
debut. Watch the betting 

12. ETOILE DU COEUR - A three-year-old filly by New Bay out of Saint Isidore who is making 
her debut. Likely to be ready for this race 

13. NO CLOTHES - A three-year-old filly by Cloth Of Stars out of New Arrival who is making her 
debut. Watch the betting 

14. LEANDRA - A three-year-old filly by Soldier Hollow out of Leukothea who is making her 
debut. Watch the betting 

15. ARS AMATORIA - A three-year-old filly by Tai Chi out of Argannza who is making her debut. 
Watch the betting 

16. AMINATU - A three-year-old filly by Frankel out of Just Sensual. Well bred and should be 
ready for this race 

Summary : 16 runners carded for this race for newcomers. MIRZANN (1) comes from a yard that 
often has newcomer winners and this could be a repeat of that. ETOILE DU COEUR (12) could 
be a threat representing a top trainer. AMINATU (16) is well bread and keep an eye on the betting 
as that would be a better guide. FEEL THE MUSIC (4) is one of many others are capable of 
winning first time of asking. 



          TUESDAY, 25/07/23 

 

SELECTIONS 

MIRZANN (1) - ETOILE DU COEUR (12) - AMINATU (16) - FEEL THE MUSIC (4) 



          TUESDAY, 25/07/23 

 

C6 - PRIX DES BANCS COUVERTS - 2200m (a1 3/8m) - TURF - Handicap - 

Class 3 - Flat - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. WANATA - Has yet to win a race and has been unreliable of late but did run well when third 
the only time she contested a handicap and should do even better this time 

2. LOVELY LAURA - In good form of late. Has run well in all three of her handicap races of late 
and is knocking hard on the door. Big chance 

3. KENAHOPE - Only win was in 2020.  Fair recent runs but will do better when jumping and 
others are preferred 

4. SELKET - In good form of late with two wins in her last three starts. Steps up in distance and 
has struggled in handicaps so far but deserves some respect 

5. NEED YOU TONIGHT - Disappointing last run but does seem best around this distance and 
she usually gives of her best. Place chance 

6. CORDEY ROSE - More than a year since last win and has been unreliable of late but does pop 
up in a place every now and then. Might place 

7. FULL FLOW - Has been fair in her four starts this year. A bit disappointing when fifth last time 
out but can bounce back to score 

8. LA JAVANAISE - Consistent of late and has been runner-up twice off her current mark. Some 
good recent runs suggest she could be ready to score 

9. COSTA EDITA - Unreliable but has won twice already and was not disgraced when runner-up 
in a handicap last time out. Has a winning chance 

10. TRES ROCK WOMEN - Holding form well in Germany and has built up a string of three 
runner-up runs. This is likely to be a tougher task though. Might place 

11. JOLYMPA - Not disgraced when fourth in her penultimate start but she has only been modest 
this year. Has run better races off higher marks though so can upset 

12. QUEEN CLEMENCE - Very unreliable but did win her penultimate start. Well beaten under a 
penalty last time out and others are preferred 

13. IMPERIAL BEAUTY - Has lost her way of late with some moderate runs. Did run better on 
the PSF earlier this year and may prefer that surface now 

14. RUE JONAS - On a very long losing streak. Unreliable and was only tenth in  a handicap last 
time out but is capable of earning some minor money 

15. DIAMOND FOR REEL - Has yet to win a race and was soundly beaten in both runs this year 
but did run well in some handicaps last year and could be the surprise package of the race 

Summary : An open handicap. LOVELY LAURA (2) is knocking hard on the door for a handicap 
win and this race may well be it. LA JAVANAISE (8) is overdue another win and looks the obvious 
danger. WANATA (1) has been unreliable of late but ran well in her only handicap race and could 
pick up a first win. SELKET (4) steps up in distance and could put some poor handicap runs 
behind her. 

SELECTIONS 
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LOVELY LAURA (2) - LA JAVANAISE (8) - WANATA (1) - SELKET (4) 



          TUESDAY, 25/07/23 

 

C7 - PRIX DU GRAND PONT - 1800m (a1 1/8m) - TURF - Divised Handicap 

- Class 3 - Flat - EUR € 27.000  

 
1. JOYEUSE SAGE - Anchored by a penalty when only seventh last time out but was in very 
good form before that and can bounce back to score 

2. HARTWOOD MAN - Handicapper knocked him with a 5kg penalty for latest win and it would 
be nice to see him overcome that and he deserves respect. Place chance 

3. PENTAOUR - Unreliable since only win which was in June last year. Good third last time out 
and can contest the finish 

4. ROSETTA STONE - Has improved with each run of late and won well on PSF last time. 
Carries a 2kg penalty for that win and drops in distance but is clearly not out of it 

5. GEMMYO - On a long losing streak since only win but ran well over this distance when runner-
up on a handicap and can go one better this time 

6. LOU MAN - Not disgraced when fifth in a handicap last time out. Only win was on the PSF but 
is capable of winning on the turd as well. Respect 

7. SICILIA - Mostly disappointing form since only win which was on the PSF. Needs to do more to 
win this race 

8. KISSWOOD - Mostly disappointing form this year and she is probably at best on the PSF. 
Needs to find a few lengths to win this race 

9. POWER PAPERS - Very consistent of late and won a handicap very easily over this distance 
last time out. Carries a 3kg penalty for that win but can follow-up 

10. ZELZALITA - Has lost his way of late with four well beaten runs in handicaps. Has run well off 
higher marks than this so cannot be written off from winning 

11. STIRLING - On a long losing streak. Unreliable since only win which was more than a year 
ago. Capable of popping up in a place 

12. SIRECHILL - Has yet to win a race and has been well beaten in all three starts this year. 
Needs major improvement to win 

13. ASLAN SENORA - Fluffed his lines when well beaten in a handicap last time out. Has yet to 
win was runner-up three times off this mark. Can upset 

Summary : GEMMYO (5) ran well when runner-up over this distance and could go one better in 
a tough handicap. POWER PAPERS (9) carries a 3kg penalty for the latest win which could 
anchor him but he deserves the utmost respect. ROSETTA STONE (4) drops in distance after a 
good last handicap win on the PSF and has a winning chance. LOU MAN (6) was not disgraced 
when fifth last time out and can do even better this time. 

SELECTIONS 

GEMMYO (5) - POWER PAPERS (9) - ROSETTA STONE (4) - LOU MAN (6) 



          TUESDAY, 25/07/23 

 

C8 - PRIX DE SUSSEX - 1800m (a1 1/8m) - TURF - Divised Handicap - 

Class 2 - Flat - EUR € 53.000  

 
1. NIGHTHAB - Has lost his way of late with three disappointing runs. Capable of better but is 
probably best watched for now 

2. HOLLYHOCK - In good form of late but not in handicaps. Has struggled in his recent handicap 
runs and others are preferred 

3. TRUE TEDESCO - Only win was in Germany in August 2022. Well beaten in last three starts 
and needs major improvement to win this race 

4. CUNCERTO - Disappointing last run in a claimer but did win his only handicap. Carries a 2,5kg 
penalty for that win but could be the surprise package of the race 

5. ASHGHAR - Disappointing last run. Won well in previous two starts but has a bad record in 
handicaps. Others are preferred 

6. TOLLEVAST - Bounced back to form with a nice win last time out. Penultimate start was 
disappointing but is best forgiven. Has a winning chance 

7. AFTER THE RAIN - Good form shown in the UK last year winning three times. Won on her 
French debut but has been disappointing since. Place chance 

8. BARON PALATCHI - Improving of late and has picked up two handicap wins. Carries a 4kg 
penalty for latest win which may anchor him. Place chance 

9. GRAND BALCON - Very consistent and has won twice but makes his handicap debut after 
some placed runs in claimers. Might place 

10. ANCTOT - Picked up a nice handicap win last year but has struggled since and is probably 
best watched for now 

11. ROMANTIC ROSE - Good last win a handicap and carries a 2,5kg penalty for that win. At 
very best over shorter and others are preferred 

12. EVERILLO - Disappointing last run but did have an excuse. Although unreliable he is 
distance suited and has a winning chance in an open race 

13. GAYLOR SENORA - Clearly improving won a good race over this distance last time out. 
Carries a 2.5kg penalty for that win but has plenty of scope for improvement and should go close 

14. LAURENT - Very much improved of late with two handicap wins in last three starts. Tougher 
task this time under a 3,5kg penalty. Place chance 

15. LOOKING AT ME - Consistent without winning since debut win. Holding her form well and is 
overdue a handicap win. Deserves respect 

16. RESTLESS SPIRIT - Only win so far was last year on the PSF. Only modest in two recent 
runs on the turf so may prefer the PSF. Others are preferred 

Summary : Very few in this race can be safely discarded and it is EVERILLO (12) who is the 
pick. His last run 12th does not tell the full story and he can make amends for his connections. 
GAYLOR SENORA (13) is improving fast and can overcome a penalty for the last time out win. 
LOOKING AT ME (15) is consistent and is capable of winning. TOLLEVAST (6) bounced back 
from a disappointing run to win well last time out and is not out of it. 
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SELECTIONS 

EVERILLO (12) - GAYLOR SENORA (13) - LOOKING AT ME (15) - TOLLEVAST (6) 

 


